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Abstract. In order to solve the problem that multi-thresholding segmentation spends
too much time finding the optimal solution in medical image segmentation, Otsu multi-
thresholding based on dynamic combination of genetic algorithm and ant algorithm (ab-
breviated as DCG3A-OM) was proposed in this paper. Firstly, the algorithm uses genetic
algorithm to generate preliminary partition results, and then converts them into the ini-
tial information of ant colony. Finally ant algorithm will approach to optimal values
efficiently. While running genetic algorithm, the conditions of combination will be ana-
lyzed dynamically to avoid stopping genetic algorithm early or late. Besides, it increases
the probability of variation and decreases the numbers of individuals which are calculated
for the evolution rate of colony. The experimental results demonstrate that DCG3A-OM
gets the optimal solution more quickly and efficiently than the others, and it can always
get the optimal values mostly.
Keywords: Multi-thresholding segmentation, Medical image segmentation, Dynamic
combination

1. Introduction. Segmentation of medical image is the first, and toughest, challenge to
medical science. The quality of segmentation will affect the operations of subsequent im-
age registration and fusion. In the process of clinical diagnosis, surgery and radiotherapy,
technology of medical image segmentation exhibits increasingly important clinical value
[1]. Otsu’s method has been the most popular and basic segmentation technology because
of the stable capability and simple implementation [2-4]. With the increasing number of
thresholds, the execution time of the algorithm will show an exponential tendency, so the
application of multi-thresholding segmentation for medical image is still scarce.

It is common for genetic algorithm (GA) to converge prematurely and the capability of
GA is poor as it is searching in certain scope [5,6]. Xiong et al. compared GA with ant
colony optimization (ACO) in the aspect of constringency speed, and then proposed a new
method named dynamic combination of genetic algorithm and ant algorithm (DCG3A)
[7]. In this paper, we proposed a new method combining DCG3A with Otsu multi-
thresholding firstly. It will initialize the colony by the global search capability of GA
stochastically and approach to optimal solution to narrow the search scope. Then it will
find optimal solution with the local search capability and positive feedback mechanism
of ACO. The experimental results demonstrate that DCG3A-OM runs more quickly than
the others, and it can always get the optimal values, because it can do global and local
searching quickly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Otsu method. Section
3 discusses strategy of DCG3A. Section 4 describes the steps of algorithm. Section 5
reveals the experimental results followed by concluding remarks.
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2. Otsu. Implementation of Otsu’s method in a multi-level framework requires an ex-
haustive search for determining the optimal set of thresholds while maximizing the be-
tween-class variance [4]. ωi is the proportion of class i, µi is the average value of class i,
µ is the average value of all pixels, and the between-class variance will be:

σ2 = ω0 (µ − µ0)
2 + ω1 (µ − µ1)

2 + · · · + ωm−1 (µ − µm−1)
2 (1)

If the values of k1, k2,. . . ,km−1 are as the following:

k1, k2, . . . , km−1 = Arg
{
max

[
δ2(k1, k2, . . . , km−1)

]}
, (2)

then k1, k2,. . . ,km−1 will be a group of optimal values.

3. Strategy of DCG3A. GA is a kind of random search algorithm which benefits from
the choice and genetics of nature [5,6]. ACO is proposed by M. Dorigo to solve the
travelling salesman problem originally, and Wang is the first one that combined ACO
with Otsu’s method, and gave an example about single threshold [8,9]. In the work of [7],
Xiong et al. did some experiments to compare the speed of ACO with GA. The result is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Speed-time curves of genetic algorithm and ant algorithm

As shown in Figure 1, the speed of GA is higher than ACO from tb to ta, because GA
has stronger global search capability and the pheromones of ACO are not enough. From
ta to te, the speed of ACO is higher than GA oppositely, because GA has poor local search
capability with much iteration, but ACO has enough pheromones to search. We can see
that ta is the best time to merge GA with ACO. What we should do is to find out ta and
execute GA before ta. In this paper, the conditions of combining GA with ACO are as
follows.

1) Maximum execution generation of GA. (genmax)
2) Evolution rate of colony. (rate)
3) The maximum number of continuous generations is gen when evolution rate is lower

than rate. (gen)
4) When the number of current generation is higher than genmax, or gen is higher than

the one we suppose, GA will stop.

4. DCG3A-OM. DCG3A-OM executes GA firstly but it is easier to do variation for
GA at the end of evolution in that we increase the probability of variation to expand the
variety and randomness. It will stop to execute ACO when it meets the conditions. Apart
from this, it will decrease the calculation by changing the number of individuals from N
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to M (M < N). Those M individuals are all the biggest of current colony. In this paper,
we will show the steps of DCG3A-OM about two thresholds.

GA OF DCG3A-OM
1) Coding: it uses binary numbers. There are 256 gray levels in each image, 256 = 28.

For that reason, 8 bits will represent a pixel and 16 bits will be used as two thresholds.
2) Decoding: the first half and end half of the 16 numbers will be converted into two

numbers (from 0 to 255) as two parameters of Equation (1).
3) Individual evaluation: it is the same as Equation (1).
4) Initialization: it initializes the colony with random numbers which consists of 0 and

1.
5) Evolution
(1) Selection: elite strategy (maintaining the optimal individual in the next generation)

and comparison strategy (comparing each one to others) are the two important strategies.
(2) Crossover: it exchanges numbers with the others from one point to another point.
(3) Variation: it does variation at basic bit (changing 0 to 1 or 1 to 0). It will increase

the probability of variation at the end of evolution.
6) Analyzing termination conditions 1)-4): it analyzes gen and rate. Compare current

generation with genmax. While it meets the condition 4), GA will stop.

ACO OF DCG3A-OM
1) Initialization: it converts the biggest M individuals of GA into ACO’s colony.

Thresholds will be stored in two arrays named ant1[M ] and ant2[M ]. The pheromones,
stored in an array named T [i], are equal to the result, calculated with Equation (1).

2) Individual evaluation: it is the same with GA.
3) Evolution
(1) Probability of diversion: it will calculate the probability of diversion (denoted by

ant prob[i]) for each ant. Let optimal ant of current generation be Max, and

ant prob[i] = (Max − T [i])/Max (3)

(2) Diverting location:
If (ant prob[i] < P0), then

temp1 = ant1[i] + min step ∗ rd1; temp2 = ant2[i] + min step ∗ rd2 (4)

Else:

temp1 = ant1[i] + max step ∗ rd3; temp2 = ant2[i] + max step ∗ rd4 (5)

P0 is the minimum probability to divert, min step is the minimum local diversion length
and max step is the maximum global diversion length. Actually, rd1, rd2, rd3 and rd4 are
all random numbers [−0.5, 0.5], thus temp1 and temp2 are from 0 to 255.

(3) Updating pheromones: it compares the result, calculated with Equation (1) about
temp1 and temp2, with T [i]. If (COST (temp1, temp2) > T [i]):

ant1[i] = temp1; ant2[i] = temp2 (6)

T [i] = (1 − p1) ∗ T [i] + COST (temp1, temp2) (7)

COST is calculated with Equation (1), P1 is the evaporation rate of pheromone.
4) Analyzing termination condition: the maximum generation to run is genmax ant

(15). If the optimal ant does not change in continuous 5 generations, it will stop. Finally,
ant1[i] and ant2[i], corresponding to T [i]max, are two thresholds.

5. Experimental Result and Analysis. The experiment environment is Intel (R)
Celeron (R) cpu, E3400 @2.60GHz memory3G and C++ in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010.
All the images come from a website (http://www.med.harvard.edu/aanlib/cases/caseNA
/pb9.htm) and we take an image named SLICE 32 to show the results of Otsu, Otsu
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based on GA and DCG3A-OM. Besides, there are some results about two thresholds and
three thresholds.

We did it 30 times to get the values of genmax, rate and gen, and after that we got
something shown in Figure 2. The value of Total Cost is the total cost of colony.

N = 12. Current generation is denoted by Generation. In this experiment, the value
of Total Cost increases slowly after Generation is equal to a (a < 15). The steps as the
following are what we did to get the value of rate:

Total Cost = c ∗ 104 (8)

a

Total Cost
= d ∗ 10−3 (9)

The value of a, b, c are from 1 to 10 stochastically. Therefore, we supposed that: rate =
0.002, genmax = 15, and gen = 3. While (Generation > genmax or gen > 3), GA will
stop.

Figure 2. Total Cost – Generation

(a) SLICE 32 (b) Otsu (c) Otsu – GA (d) DCG3A-OM

Figure 3. Dual-threshold segmentation

(a) SLICE 32 (b) Otsu (c) Otsu – GA (d) DCG3A-OM

Figure 4. Three-threshold segmentation
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In Figure 3, it shows the results about dual-threshold, and the thresholds of them are
all (43*112). In Figure 4, it shows the results about three-threshold, and the thresholds
of them are all (23*69*122).

In the experiment, all of them are related to Otsu, and they got the same thresholds,
so the segmentation images have no distinction. However, the speed of DCG3A-OM is
the highest among them. We compared the speed of GA with DAG3A-OM about two
thresholds. The value of GA’s genmax is 50, and the parameters of DCG3A-OM are the
same as before N = 12, M = 6. The result is shown in Figure 5. Especially, the value of
COST is equal to the value of optimal individual in current colony.

In Figure 5(a), optimal individual in current colony varies as Generation increases.
When Generation changes from 8 to 35, the value of COST gets a little increase (from
2539.7 to 2572.3). Especially, it does not get the optimal solution. The reason why it
slows down is that GA has poor local search capability. In Figure 5(b), when Generation
is 8, it tends to slow down. At the moment, it meets the condition to stop GA. Then the
information of GA is converted into ACO’s colony and executes ACO to find the optimal
solution in the certain scope until the value of Generation is equal to 12. After that it
will maintain the tendency. Therefore, DCG3A-OM has strong local and global search
capability, and it can get optimal values quickly and correctly. The algorithm utilizes the
advantages of the two algorithms and overcomes their disadvantages.

Due to randomness of GA and DCG3A-OM we did 30 times experiments and averaged
each value with SLICE 32. The result is shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, DCG3A-OM can get optimal solution quickly and exactly, and
it will save much more time. When the number of thresholds changes from 2 to 3, the

(a) GA (b) DCG3A-OM

Figure 5. Speed-value curve of GA and DCG3A-OM

Table 1. Results of these algorithms
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running time of Otsu changes from 0.128 to 35.158, but it is from 0.009 to 0.087 for
DCG3A-OM. Besides, DCG3A-OM’s average cost is better than GA and close to Otsu’s
mostly.

6. Conclusions. Image segmentation is a traditional and challenging problem. We use
DCG3A to save more time for Otsu multi-thresholding. DCG3A-OM is better than both
Otsu and Otsu based on GA. It can save much more time than Otsu and its optimal
solution is close to Otsu’s mostly. It can get the same optimal solution sometimes because
of randomness. With increase of the number of thresholds, DCG3A-OM can still save
much time and get what we want. Although it gets a good result, we intend to improve
it. Because it only saves much time, we try to make it get a good segmentation. If the
algorithm makes it, it will be applied more widely.
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